Inbox
Surface the right research to fuel your investment strategy
Cut through the noise and feed your investment ideas with a curated research experience across internal
and external research reports, corporate access events and analyst models. Visible Alpha Inbox is a research
management system that unifies all content sets in a web-based platform for ease of discoverability, consumption
and collaboration with peers in a MiFID II compliant framework.

Uncover investment ideas
with a powerful research
content search engine.

Inbox at-a-glance:
• 110+ brokers contributing full working models
• 230+ brokers contributing research
• 120+ brokers contributing corporate access events

Access research, models and corporate
access events in one place
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What can you do with Inbox?

Surface and collaborate on
investment ideas in a central
research repository

Aggregate, organize and store
all external research

Comment and share research
firm-wide or with specific teams
or individuals

Save research to your personal
briefcase for easy access

Enable intelligent search across
research, models, events.
analysts and more

Manage entitlements on a
company, team and/or userlevel

Upload, tag, rate and
share internal research for
collaboration

Search internal and external
research in your unique
commingled environment
based on preferences

About Visible Alpha

Since Visible Alpha’s commercial launch in February 2017, the company has been helping investment firms of all sizes and
geographies discover ideas through its deep consensus platform and track and value research for MiFID II compliance. Visible
Alpha creates a unified consumption and collaboration experience across research reports, analyst models and corporate
access events and enables clients to discover, track, budget, value and pay for research content. Visible Alpha has a growing
client base with $17 trillion in AUM, more than 600 banks contributing content, and over 500 employees globally. The company
is backed by the world’s leading investment banks.
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